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to be present in Frankfort even as a spectator. Nothing
could make her change her mind. The letters in which
Francis urged her to be crowned with him incidentally
reflect the fact that his French had markedly deteriorated
since he was a lad, and that his spelling had become
steadily worse : " Je vous le repete," he wrote to his wife
on August 5, 1745, " ille me sauble que vous deverie
ansi vous faire couronne, care san cela fera ici un tres
moves efet"
" The Queen/' Francis finally wrote to Count Ulfeld
the Minister of Foreign Affairs, " has informed me that
she does not intend to be crowned at Frankfort. I leave
you to judge what an effect this will produce. I fear,
however, that rather than give way, she will not come
at all, which would be extremely unfortunate. For
the coronation would afford her opportunities of meeting
many of the Princes of the Empire, and she would
understand so well how to overcome their prejudices
and win their goodwill. Speak to her on the subject,
and persuade her that there is nothing in the ceremony
incompatible with her kingly dignity/'
Later, many people in Europe claimed that Maria
Theresa had not allowed herself to be crowned as the
consort of the Holy Roman Emperor, because she was
again pregnant and shy of appearing in this condition
in public, Ulfeld and Francis, however, of course
realised that this was ridiculous, for had she felt any
shyness about her many pregnancies, she would have
been confined to her room for years. Her daughter
Marie Christine had been followed by Elisabeth, who was
born in 1743; by Charles, her son who died as a youth,
in January 1745; and to her it seemed only natural
that she by the next autumn should be expecting another

